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a b s t r a c t
For this functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, we assessed the impact of early social experiences on the social regulation of neural threat responding in a sample of 22 individuals that have been
followed for over a decade. At 13 years old, a multidimensional measure of neighborhood quality was derived
from parental reports. Three measures of neighborhood quality were used to estimate social capital—the level
of trust, reciprocity, cooperation, and shared resources within a community. At 16 years old, an observational
measure of maternal emotional support behavior was derived from a mother/child social interaction task. At
24 years old, participants were asked to visit our neuroimaging facility with an opposite-sex platonic friend.
During their MRI visit, participants were subjected to the threat of electric shock while holding their friend's
hand, the hand of an anonymous opposite-sex experimenter, or no hand at all. Higher adolescent maternal
support corresponded with less threat-related activation during friend handholding, but not during the
stranger or alone conditions, in the bilateral orbitofrontal cortex, inferior frontal gyrus and left insula. Higher
neighborhood social capital corresponded with less threat-related activation during friend hand-holding in
the superior frontal gyrus, supplementary motor cortex, insula, putamen and thalamus; but low childhood
capital corresponded with less threat-related activation during stranger handholding in the same regions.
Exploratory analyses suggest that this latter result is due to the increased threat responsiveness during
stranger handholding among low social capital individuals, even during safety cues. Overall, early maternal
support behavior and high neighborhood quality may potentiate soothing by relational partners, and low
neighborhood quality may decrease the overall regulatory impact of access to social resources in adulthood.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Social proximity, peer bonding and soothing behaviors attenuate
cardiovascular arousal (Grewen et al., 2003), facilitate non-anxious
temperament (Weaver et al., 2004), reduce glucocorticoid release
(Wiedenmayer et al., 2003), and even extend life (Rohrbaugh et al.,
2006). Conversely, divorce, social subordination, rejection and isolation
are major health risks (Hawkley and Cacioppo, 2010; Holt-Lunstad et
al., 2012; House et al., 1988; Sbarra et al., 2011).
In a recent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study,
Coan and colleagues suggested that the myriad beneﬁts of social relationships are largely attributable to the emotion-regulatory beneﬁts
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they confer (Coan et al., 2006). In their initial study, 16 happily married women were confronted with the threat of mild electric shock
while either holding their spouse's hand (cf., Gallace and Spence,
2010), a stranger's hand, or no hand at all—all while functional
images of the brain were collected. The shock paradigm was designed
to create a state of anticipatory anxiety analogous to the kind of
“background” anxiety many people face in their daily lives. Coan et
al. observed that among women in the highest quality marriages,
neural threat reactivity while holding a spouse's hand was limited to
portions of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) and supplementary motor cortex, possibly reﬂected some low level automatic
regulatory activity. With decrements in either the quality or type of
the relationship, threat-related brain activity increased. Individuals in
lower quality marriages showed additional threat-related activations
in regions associated with internal focus and stress regulation, such as
the right anterior insula, left superior frontal gyrus and hypothalamus,
even during spouse hand-holding. When the hand-holder was an
unfamiliar stranger, increased vigilance and effortful self-regulation
processes reﬂected in the superior colliculus, putamen, precentral
gyrus and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex were all active as well. Finally,
when facing the threat of shock alone in the scanner, all of the preceding activations were observed in addition to physiological
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preparation for action via the ventral anterior cingulate cortex, posterior cingulate, postcentral gyrus and supramarginal gyrus. In sum,
as the social context changed from the presence of high-quality relational partners, to lower-quality partners, to strangers, and ﬁnally to
social isolation, the brain became progressively more responsive to
the signs of threat.
Coan (2010) has characterized this pattern of socially dependent,
monotonically increasing levels of threat-related activity as reﬂecting
changes in the number of perceived demands placed on the individual in the scanner, a number that increases as perceived access to
dependable social resources decreases. This perspective is a corollary
assertion of Social Baseline Theory (Beckes and Coan, 2011; Coan,
2008, 2010), which states that the normative or baseline assumption
of the human brain is to be embedded within a social network
characterized by familiarity, predictability, shared goals and joint attention (cf., Herrmann et al., 2007; Schilbach et al., in press, 2010).
In this way, the dominant ecology or habitat of the human brain is
likely to be any that is rich with other humans (cf., Berscheid,
2003). Indeed, unlike most other animals, there is no speciﬁc terrestrial environment to which humans are speciﬁcally or even primarily adapted. Humans are capable of taking their highly cooperative
social networks with them wherever they go—even to the moon.
Taking a behavioral ecology perspective, the human brain can be
understood in part as a model of the environment to which it is
adapted (Friston, 2010). Thus, the human brain is phylogenetically
prepared to ﬁnd itself in the presence of trusted and interdependent
relational partners with whom it will engage in a cooperative action
(Rekers et al., 2011; Smith, 2010). When this baseline condition is
met, cause for alarm is relatively low, even when potential environmental threats present themselves. By contrast, violations of
the social proximity expectation signal the need for increased
threat-related vigilance and reactivity, because being alone is in
fact relatively dangerous.
1.1. Social baseline theory and the social regulation of threat responding
The adult attachment research tradition places a strong emphasis
on the identiﬁcation of attachment ﬁgures, individuals toward whom
one is attached in ways that are analogous to the attachments we
had to our childhood caregivers. From this perspective, attachment
ﬁgures are believed to be qualitatively different from others with
whom humans interact. Although attachment theorists disagree
about the extent to which attachment ﬁgures are necessary for the
provision of social support, it is also true that studies of interpersonal
relationships within the attachment literature tend to be highly
attentive to the degree to which a given relational partner may satisfy
the putative criteria of “attachment ﬁgure” (Hazan and Zeifman,
1999). Indeed, even Coan et al. included in their original study only
those relational partners with whom their participants were 1) married for longer than 2 years, 2) subjectively highly satisﬁed with, and
3) identiﬁed as the one individual they would ﬁrst turn to in times of
dire need. This was an attempt to ensure that each participant arrived
at the laboratory with his or her putative attachment ﬁgure (Coan et
al., 2006).
By contrast, the broad social support tradition is fairly agnostic
about the status of individuals from whom one receives support
(Cohen and Wills, 1985; Gottlieb and Bergen, 2010). In this tradition,
very little, perhaps no, speciﬁc emphasis is placed on the status of
supportive others as “attachment ﬁgures”. Indeed, the important
question has simply been whether or not a given participant predicts
that their social world—broadly deﬁned—will be supportive of their
emotional needs. Evidence suggests that the relatively objective
measures of social support are more weakly related to the outcome
measures of health and well being than are subjective measures
that emphasize a participant's private point of view on the question
(Cadzow and Servoss, 2009). In this way, an individual may appear
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to have relatively few friends, but still report that the number of
friends they have is large, or in any case sufﬁcient (Haber et al.,
2007). Similarly, a given individual may report feeling lonely despite
the appearance of having a large number of friends (Hawkley and
Cacioppo, 2010).
In common with the general social support tradition, Social Baseline Theory can be contrasted with Attachment Theory in its relative
disinterest in qualitatively distinct relationship types (Beckes and
Coan, 2011). Although many relationship researchers are highly
concerned with the degree to which a relational partner is an attachment ﬁgure (Berscheid, 2010; Hazan and Zeifman, 1999), Social Baseline Theory regards putative attachment ﬁgure status as relatively
unimportant and even possibly chimerical, just as Coan (2008) has
argued that the putative “attachment behavioral system” postulated
by Bowlby, (1969, 1982) does not map neatly onto any “attachment
behavioral circuit” in the brain. As an alternative, and in contrast
with much of the general social support literature, Social Baseline
Theory acknowledges that most or all relationships vary quantitatively in terms of certain key variables the brain uses to make guesses
about a relational partner's availability as a resource, namely: familiarity (the partner is known), reliability (the partner is trustworthy),
and interdependence (the partner is needed). From this perspective,
when a potential friend is more familiar, reliable and interdependent,
he will also be regarded as more of a resource. On the one hand, this
assertion demands a conceptual replication of the original handholding study utilizing supportive relational partners that, unlike
Coan et al. (2006), may not classically qualify as “attachment ﬁgures.”
On the other hand, there is also a need to begin the process of identifying other key moderators of the supportive impact of hand-holding
on the brain's threat response.
Our ﬁrst hypothesis was that we would conceptually replicate the
ﬁndings of Coan et al. using platonic friends as hand holders, although
we did not expect the effects of friend handholding to be either as
strong or as pervasive as the effect of romantic partner handholding,
because on average, friends are neither as familiar nor interdependent
as romantic partners. To test this, we simply asked participants in the
present study to visit our laboratory with a platonic friend. A large literature suggests that friendships provide substantial levels of social
support (Chu et al., 2010; van der Horst and Coffe, 2011), even surpassing, at certain periods of development, the levels provided by family
members (Bokhorst et al., 2010). Because social support should be sensitive to the degree of certainty ascribed to potential support providers,
we ﬁrst predicted that although we would replicate the original ﬁndings of Coan et al. among platonic friends, our effects in this sample
would be neither as strong nor as widespread as those observed
among happily married romantic couples.
Next, we hypothesized that higher levels of maternal support during adolescence would correspond with increased regulatory effects
of friend, but not stranger, handholding. Attachment theorists have
long argued that predictions about future relationship functions are
rooted in “internal working models”—abstracted and generalized
representations of past relationship experiences (Main et al., 1985).
More recently, researchers have argued for a strong link between
these internal working models and capacities for both self- and
socially-mediated emotion regulation (Allen and Miga, 2010;
Mikulincer and Shaver, 2008). Indeed, supportive behavior by the
mother has been widely associated with better emotional adjustment
in adulthood, even among adopted children (Stams et al., 2002).
Recently, maternal support behavior during early childhood has
even been associated with greater hippocampal volume by school
age (Luby et al., 2012), and hippocampal volume has itself been associated with attenuated threat responding (Francis and Meaney, 1999;
Kalisch et al., 2005). Our longitudinal sample allowed us to test this
second hypothesis by modeling associations between maternal
support behaviors measured at age 13 as moderating the impact of
handholding on threat responding in adulthood.
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Finally, we hypothesized that social capital (Lochner et al., 1999)
would, by virtue of being a more abstract and generalized indicator of social resources, correspond with less threat-related activity during both
friend and stranger handholding. Although universally agreed-upon definitions of social capital do not exist, the construct generally refers to the
degree of trust and interdependence shared within a social community.
Many theorists and researchers have observed that high social capital is
associated with decreased risk of a number of social ills, though the empirical evidence has not always been conclusive (De Silva et al., 2005).
For example, high social capital has been associated with attenuated
depression risk (Fujiwara and Kawachi, 2008; Kouvonen et al., 2008),
better emotional adjustment during the transition to adulthood (Pettit
et al., 2011), increased baseline feelings of safety (Dallago et al., 2009),
and lower stress-related sequelae attributable to other social ills, such
as poverty (Evans and Kutcher, 2011) and crime (Buonanno et al., 2009).
In testing these hypotheses, we emphasize the value of using a
longitudinal sample—an approach that introduces a within-subject
temporal ordering to the observations described below. Such temporal ordering does not resolve questions of causation underlying these
associations, but it does limit them, in that it is not possible for adult
handholding effects to cause adolescent maternal support or social
capital. Thus, our attempts to predict receptivity to social support
using the hand-holding paradigm can be considered prospective.
2. Method

understanding the adolescent's problem. Two trained coders coded
each interaction. Because inter-rater reliability was considered good,
α = .69 (cf., Cicchetti and Sparrow, 1981), codes were then averaged
across coders.
2.2.2. Social capital
We derived a measure of social capital from a combination of
neighborhood quality measures (see Gonzales et al., 1996) used in
the early stages of the VIDA project (wave 1 of the study, when the
participants were around 12 or 13 years of age). The measure captured three aspects of neighborhood social capital, including neighborhood connectedness (father's α = .77; mother's α = .76), crime
and deterioration (father's α = .73; mother's α =.78), and neighborhood risk (father's α = .91; mother's α = .93) as reported by
the participants' mothers and fathers. The average zero-order correlation among these three scales was r = .74, high enough to take the
average of the mothers' and fathers' assessments for one overall measure of neighborhood social capital. The connectedness subscale includes questions such as: “I believe my neighbors would help me in
an emergency”; and “The relationships I have with my neighbors
mean a lot to me”. The crime and deterioration subscale includes:
“In general people in my neighborhood do not watch out for each
other”; and “There are places in my neighborhood where you can
buy or sell stolen property”. Finally, the risk subscale includes:
“Theft is a problem in my neighborhood”; and “Violent crimes that involve weapons occur in my neighborhood”.

2.1. Participants
2.3. Procedure
Twenty-ﬁve participants were recruited to bring an opposite gender friend to the scan. One pair was dropped due to a technical issue
with the anatomical image, another was dropped upon the discovery
that they were siblings as well as friends, and another was dropped
for being a signiﬁcant outlier on BOLD response, according to a
Mahalanobis distance calculation. Thus, the ﬁnal sample numbered
22 (11 female), the mean age of which was 23.59 (SD = .959) and
of the remaining friends was 23.14 (SD = 2.92). Within the scanned
participants 14 were identiﬁed as White and 8 as African American.
The participants were recruited via mail and telephone from a larger
group (n = 172) of participants involved in the ongoing Virginia
Institute of Development in Adulthood (VIDA) study, a cohort of individuals that one of the authors (JPA) has been following and annually
assessing for over a decade (Allen et al., 2005, 2006; McElhaney et al.,
2008). Exclusion criteria included pregnancy and any issues with
either the magnet or the scanning environment of the MRI, including
severe claustrophobia or residual ferromagnetic items in the
participant's body. Only VIDA participants were scanned, while the
friends they brought in provided the hand-holding. Informed consent
was obtained from both members of each pair in accordance with the
Internal Review Board of the University of Virginia and participants
were paid $160 each for participation.
2.2. Materials
2.2.1. Supportive behavior task
At approximately age 16 or 17, during wave 4, participants were observed interacting with their mothers during a Supportive Behavior
Task. During this task they ask for help with a “problem they were having that they could use some advice or support about”. These topics frequently involved issues with dating, problems with peers or siblings,
raising money, or deciding about joining sports teams. The supportive
behavior coding system was used to code the interactions (Allen et al.,
2001). We focused on mother engagement as a general measure of
responsiveness from the mother during the task. Speciﬁcally, mother
engagement was comprised of levels of encouragement and advice offered by the mother, the level of emotional engagement by both the
adolescent and mother, and the mother's apparent success in

Participants were phone screened for eligibility and compatibility
with the scanner. Those who were determined to be eligible were
informed that they would be scheduled for an appointment for an
MRI scan. In addition to the scan, participants completed a series of
personality and relationship questionnaires and underwent a practice
session with portions of the stimulus program to familiarize them
with the scanning environment, the equipment, and the stimuli utilized in the study. Before scanning, two Ag–AgCl shock electrodes
were applied to each participant's ankle (left or right ankle was
counterbalanced across participants) as well as to the partner's
ankle. Participants were then taken into the scanning chamber
where high resolution anatomical scans followed the successful
completion of the in-scanner practice session.
Participants viewed stimuli projected onto a screen at the back of
the magnet's bore through a mirror placed on the head coil, and
responded to the stimuli accordingly using an MR-compatible button
box. The study consisted of ﬁve experimental scanning blocks, during
which the participant viewed ten threat cues with no shock, two with
shock, and twelve safety cues in variable order, for a total of 24 cue
trails per block. The ﬁrst two scanning blocks made up the ‘Threat
to Other’ portion of the study, where mild electric shock was delivered to the person the participant was holding hands with, either
the friend or a stranger (these data are not reported here). The ‘Threat
to Self’ task was composed of the ﬁnal three scanning blocks, where
mild electric shock was delivered to the participant while they were
either holding hands with the friend, a stranger, or no one. Trials
were varied within subject, and block order within each threat session was counterbalanced between subjects. The stranger was an
anonymous member of the opposite gender, and participants did
not meet their strangers until after the experiment. Participants'
right hands were employed for hand-holding, while their left hand
held the button box they used to indicate ratings of their subjective
arousal and valence immediately after each of the ﬁve scans. The
threat cues consisted of a red “X” on a black background, and indicated a 17% chance of someone receiving an electric shock, depending on
the current threat session (in Threat to Self, the participant was
shocked, during Threat to Other either the stranger or the friend
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was shocked). Safety cues, a blue “O” on a black background, indicated no chance of shock. The shocks were generated by an isolated
physiological stimulator (Coulbourn Instruments, Allentown PA),
and lasted for 20-ms at 4 mA. Two shocks were delivered in each
block.
The trials were composed of a 1 second cue signifying threat or
safety, followed by a 4 to 10 second period of anticipation during
which participants were instructed to focus their attention on a ﬁxation cross. The end of the anticipation period was signaled by a small
dot. If the trial had been a threat trial, it was during the appearance of
this dot that the electric shock was delivered. Participants were told
to rest following the dot and until the next trial began, the duration
of the rest period lasting between 4 and 10 s. Each block ﬁnished
with participants rating their subjective feelings of unpleasantness
(valence) and agitation (arousal) on the Self-Assessment Manikin
(SAM) scales (Bradley and Lang, 1994). Participants indicated their
level of valence and their level of arousal on a 9-point pictorial scale
once per block via a button box placed in their left hand.
2.4. Image acquisition and data analysis
Images were acquired using a Siemens 3.0 Tesla MAGNETOM Trio
high-speed magnetic imaging device at UVA's Fontaine Research Park,
with a CP transmit/receive head coil with an integrated mirror. Two
hundred sixteen functional T2*-weighted Echo Planar images (EPIs)
sensitive to BOLD contrast were collected per block, in volumes of
twenty-eight 3.5-mm transversal echo-planar slices (1-mm slice gap)
covering the whole brain (1-mm slice gap, TR = 2000 ms, TE =
40 ms, ﬂip angle = 90°, FOV = 192 mm, matrix = 64 × 64, voxel
size = 3 × 3 × 3.5 mm). Prior to the collection of functional images,
one hundred seventy-six high-resolution T1-magnetization-prepared
rapid-acquisition gradient echo images were acquired to determine the
localization of function (1-mm slices, TR = 1900 ms, TE = 2.53 ms,
ﬂip angle = 90°, FOV = 250 mm, voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm).
Using FMRIB Software Library (FSL) software (Version 5.98; www.
fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl, Jenkinson et al., 2002), we preprocessed and
analyzed the collected data. Motion was corrected for using an
intra-modal correction algorithm tool known as using an FMRIB's
Linear Image Registration Tool (MCFLIRT), with slice scan-time correction and a high-pass ﬁltering cutoff point of 100 s, which removed
signals that were irrelevant to the stimuli. The images were also
subjected to BET (Smith, 2002) brain extraction, which eliminated
unwanted, non-brain material voxels in the fMRI data. The images
then underwent a spatial smoothing with a 5-mm full width at half
minimum Gaussian kernel, and a grand-mean scaling, and were
registered to the Montreal Neurological Institute standard space by
FLIRT. Threat trials where participants actually received shocks were
excluded from analysis due to the increased likelihood of movement
artifacts.
2.5. Functional regions of interest (ROIs)
To determine the normative neural threat response of participants, a contrast of activation to threat cues and activation to safety
cues (threat minus safe) during the alone (threat-to-self) condition
was required. First level analysis of the functional data began with
the determination of functional ROIs using FEAT and time-series
statistical analysis by FILM. Third level analysis was performed by
FLAME (FMRIB's Local Analysis of Mixed Effects) state 1. Multisubject
ROIs were identiﬁed via cluster-wise tests using the fsl standard
Z-threshold of 2.3 and cluster p threshold of .05. We anticipated
that this procedure would reveal activations in various neural regions
that previous studies have indicated as associated with neural
response to threat, negative affect, or anticipation of pain. Table 1
lists all the ROIs, means, and standard deviations within each condition. These ROIs were consequently used in further comparisons to
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the threat-to-other conditions and in comparison of these conditions
to the threat-to-self conditions.
ROIs determined by Feat fMRI Analysis were then used to create
structural masks using FSLView's Harvard–Oxford Cortical and Subcortical atlases. The voxels falling into the location where the statistical ROI overlapped with the atlas-derived brain structure were
masked. Parameter estimates were then extracted from each ROI in
each condition (with the threat-safe contrast) for each subject using
FEATQuery and converted to percent signal change (PSC) values.
These estimates were then used in an analysis using the PASW
(PASW Statistics, v 18, www.spss.com) statistical package, version
18. Means and standard deviations for PSC in each ROI and condition
are displayed in Table 1.

3. Results
We hypothesized that holding a friend's hand while anticipating
shock would decrease the neural response to threat, much as it does
for happily married women holding their husband's hand. However
we expected this effect to be less widespread and more susceptible
to individual differences. We hypothesized that holding a stranger's
hand might have a similar effect, albeit to an even lesser extent, and
that the degree to which any individual is beneﬁtted by holding a
friend's hand should be moderated by previous experiences with
potential social resources, deﬁned here as early maternal support
behavior (familial resources) and neighborhood social capital (community resources). Unlike Coan et al. (2006), we did not observe
any signiﬁcant effects of handholding, or indeed of either of our hypothesized moderators, on subjective reports of valence and arousal.
To test for the effects of social resources and handholding on
threat-related brain activity, we predicted threat-safe contrasts
derived from our functional ROIs using linear mixed models (LMMs)
with handholding and gender as ﬁxed effects, and maternal support
behavior and neighborhood social capital as covariates (West et al.,
2007). For each test within the model, a type 1 sum of squares was
speciﬁed, allowing each variable (handholding, maternal support,
and social capital) to predict unique variance. A summary of all effects
is presented in Table 1.
Table 1
Statistical regions of interest, coordinates, maxima, and cluster size, and signiﬁcant effects of handholding, mother engagement, social capital, and gender.
y

z

Cluster size (mm3)

Effects

regions
−33.4
37.4
−33.6
36.3
−5.9
6.0
−2.2
6.6
52.5
−49.8
51.5
1.3
2.6

23.9
24.9
47.0
44.2
1.2
4.1
22.5
25.3
−43.4
10.3
17.9
20.8
−27.1

−7.17
−5.6
13.6
17.8
55.6
55.1
49.7
48.0
38.3
0.41
3.48
32.1
24.4

669
839
542
1552
352
229
157
643
1603
287
491
1208
376

b

Insular and subcortical regions
Left putamen
−25.2
Right putamen
28.0
Left insula
−34.4
Right insula
35.3
Right caudate
13.4
Left thalamus
−5.3
Right thalamus
8.7

8.5
18.0
16.3
19.0
6.6
−10.1
−4.3

−0.8
0.0
−2.5
−2.2
9.1
−3.4
5.4

351
266
799
674
305
28
272

x
Frontal and cingulate
Left OFC
Right OFC
Left DLPFC
Right DLPFC
Left SMC
Right SMC
Left SFG
Right SFG
Right SMG
Left IFG
Right IFG
Dorsal ACC
Posterior cingulate

a
b
c

Signiﬁcant main effect of handholding.
Signiﬁcant handholding by maternal support interaction.
Signiﬁcant handholding by social capital interaction.

b

a
c
a
b,c

b
a

a,c

b,c

c
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3.1. Main effects of hand-holding
LMMs revealed signiﬁcant main effects of handholding in the
dorsal Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC), F(2, 15) = 6.0, p = .01, left
Supplementary Motor Cortex (SMC), F(2, 15) = 4.7, p = .03, left Putamen, F(2, 15) = 4.4, p = .03, and left Superior Frontal Gyrus (SFG),
F(2, 15) = 4.2, p = .04. Subsequent pairwise comparisons suggest
that threat-related activity during friend hand holding was signiﬁcantly lower than during the alone condition in the ACC, the left
SFG, and the left SMC. Interestingly, threat-related PSC during stranger hand holding was lower than in the friend condition in the left
Putamen. With the exception of the left Putamen, these results generally replicated those of Coan et al. (2006).
3.2. Interactions between mother support (familial resources) and
hand-holding
Several hypothesized interactions between mother support and
handholding were observed, implicating the left Orbitofrontal Cortex
(OFC), F(2, 15) = 5.9, p = .01, right OFC, F(2, 15) = 3.7, p = .05,
right Inferior Frontal Gyrus (IFG), F(2, 15) = 4.1, p = .04, right SFG,
F(2, 15) = 3.7, p = .05, and left Insula, F(2, 15) = 6.1, p = .01. In all regions, greater maternal support corresponded with less threat-related
activation during friend hand holding relative to the alone and stranger
conditions (see Fig. 1). Overall, individuals with high maternal support
tended to show the typical “handholding” effect, with a monotonic
decrease in threat-related activity from the alone, to stranger, to friend
handholding conditions (e.g., Fig. 1-A). By contrast, low maternal
support corresponded with a general increase in threat-related activity
during friend handholding.
3.3. Interactions between social capital (community resources) and
hand-holding
Handholding also interacted with social capital in several regions, including the right SFG, F(2, 15) = 4.1, p = .04, right SMC, F(2, 15) = 4.7,

p = .03, left Insula, F(2, 15) = 6.1, p = .04, left Putamen, F(2, 15) = 6.3,
p = .01, and left thalamus, F(2, 15) = 10.5, p = .001. In all of these regions, individuals with high neighborhood social capital also tended to
show the typical “handholding” effect, with a monotonic decrease in
threat-related activity from the alone, to stranger, to friend handholding
conditions (Fig. 2). By contrast, individuals with low neighborhood social
capital showed evidence of either no difference between the alone and
friend conditions, or relatively greater threat-related activity during
friend handholding. Yet more interesting is that low social capital individuals appear to be least active during stranger handholding—an unexpected observation about which more will be discussed below.
4. Discussion
Our initial look into the role of platonic friends in the social regulation of neural threat responding revealed an easily interpretable
replication of Coan et al. (2006). Speciﬁcally, threat-related neural
activation was attenuated by friend, but not stranger, hand-holding
in the ACC, left SMC, and left SMG. The relatively smaller number of
implicated threat-related regions in comparison to Coan et al. may
reﬂect the use here of platonic friends instead of romantic partners,
the more racially and socioeconomically diverse sample, or both.
These main effects primarily implicated regions associated with
alarm, self-monitoring and motivational aspects of motor planning
in response to the threat—a pattern that occupies an intriguing
“middle-ground” of threat-responsive regions between the partner
and stranger effects reported by Coan et al. (2006). This may simply
reﬂect that friends are, on average, more trustworthy than strangers
but less trustworthy than long term romantic partners.
Several interactions between mother support and hand-holding
were observed, including effects in the left Orbitofrontal Cortex (OFC),
right OFC, right Inferior Frontal Gyrus (IFG), and the left Insula, all highly
integrative circuits, some (e.g., IFG) additionally associated with inhibitory control. Participants with more supportive mothers were less
threat responsive while holding a friend's hand. Although the nature
of these date preclude causal conclusions, the pattern is consistent

Fig. 1. Point estimates of percent signal change graphed as a function of handholding (alone, stranger, partner) by maternal support interaction effects. Point estimates were
computed separately for individuals high (+1SD) and low (−1SD) in maternal support. Row A represents the activity in the left insula. Row B represents the activity in the
right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG).
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Fig. 2. Point estimates of percent signal change graphed as a function of handholding (alone, stranger, partner) by social capital score interaction effects. Point estimates were
computed separately for individuals high (+1SD) and low (−1SD) in social capital. Row A represents the activity in the right superior frontal gyrus. Row B represents the activity
in the left thalamus. Note that stranger condition activation among low social capital individuals, and partner condition activation among high social capital individuals are both at
or near zero.

with the social baseline prediction that individuals with more positive
social resource experiences will be more receptive to subsequent social
regulation within close relationships. Another view of this, however, is
that individuals with poor social resource experiences are less capable
of depending on others, perhaps particularly those with whom they
should be depending on most, such as familiar friends.
Handholding also interacted with age 13 community social capital
in several regions including the right SFG, right SMC, left Insula, left
Putamen, and left thalamus, a set of regions that implicates many
of the same or similar processes—integrative self monitoring and
motor preparation—as the main handholding effects. The general
pattern in each of these regions suggests on the one hand that greater
social capital was associated with decreased activation in the friend
condition, as predicted. On the other hand, it appears that lower
social capital corresponds with decreased threat-related activity during stranger, but not friend, handholding. This last ﬁnding was not
expected, and prompted a subsequent post hoc exploration of the social capital and handholding data. Speciﬁcally, an ANCOVA model
predicting brain activity averaged across implicated ROIs (right
SMC, right SFG, left putamen and left insula) using cue (safe versus
threat) handholding (alone, stranger, partner), and social capital,
yielded a signiﬁcant 3-way interaction, F (2, 19) = 8.3, p = .003,
partial η 2 = .47.
Decomposition of this interaction revealed very different patterns in
the association between social capital and BOLD activation—differences
that depended upon both cue type and handholding condition. Speciﬁcally, although social capital was unrelated to safety cue BOLD activation
per se during the alone (r = −.02) and friend handholding (r = .07)
conditions, it was negatively (and unexpectedly) correlated with safety
cue BOLD activity during stranger handholding (r = −.24). Meanwhile,
social capital and threat-cue BOLD activation were positively correlated
during both the alone (r = .25) and stranger (r = .31) conditions, but
negatively correlated during the friend condition (r = −.16). It's
important to regard these correlations as descriptive, since they are all
in the service of decomposing our three-way interaction, and since no
single correlation is statistically signiﬁcant. But although associations

between social capital and BOLD activity during threat cues were more
or less as expected (higher social capital predicts higher threat activation while alone and with a stranger, but not with a friend), it appears
that lower social capital predicted higher BOLD activation even during
safety cues—when holding a stranger's hand. Thus participants from
lower social capital backgrounds may ﬁnd holding the stranger's hand
to be generally threatening in a way the high social capital participants
do not. If true, this could give the appearance of reduced threat
responding during stranger handholding among low social capital
participants, even though the reality may be something like the opposite: low social capital participants ﬁnd holding the hand of a stranger
to be threatening in itself, regardless of other experimental conditions.
Similar associations between low social capital and generalized stranger
fear have been reported in the past (e.g., Dallago et al., 2009). Although
the data reported here are not conclusive, they do suggest directions for
further research.
4.1. Possible mechanisms
4.1.1. Social entrainment
Social entrainment refers to a process by which physiological
states become regulated through social contact (c.f., Sbarra and
Hazan, 2008). Myron Hofer (e.g., 1994, 1995, 2006) described how
entrainment processes occur in mother–pup rat dyads, observing
that as a mother and pup interact throughout the pup's early development, the mother's physiological responses to the pup become contingent upon the pup's physiological needs and, as the pup
develops, the pup's physiological needs become contingent on maternal behaviors. In this way, the behavior of one modulates—or regulates—the other. For example, the pup's distress calls create a state
of physiological arousal in the mother accompanied by maternal behaviors ranging from milk production to licking and grooming. The
mother's milk supply satisﬁes obvious metabolic needs, but the
mother's body warmth also regulates the pup's cardiac activity, and
her licking and grooming behaviors also regulate vigilance for, and responses to, potential threats in the environment (see also Weaver et
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al., 2004). Hofer referred to these relationships as “hidden regulators,” because their later effects were not obvious until sufﬁcient
stress in the environment activated their regulatory activity. Such
“hidden” regulation can be construed as a form of the social entrainment of physiological responding, and may play an important role in
the social emotion regulation processes described in our current
work. Drawing from these observations, one can certainly imagine
maternal support behaviors becoming tightly linked to a child's physiological stress response. It is possible that such entrainment is relatively generalizable to potentially supportive relationships later in
life, which might explain why early maternal support behavior
corresponded with a decreased threat activity during friend, but not
stranger hand holding. Less obvious from an entrainment perspective,
however, are the links observed here between handholding and social
capital.
4.1.2. Vigilance and prediction
Across evolutionary time, and indeed during ontogeny, environmental dangers are ubiquitous, and humans are skilled at creating
contingency plans in order to predict where, when and how they
might occur. Such vigilance is costly and exhausting, however, so an
equally important activity is to arrange one's environment such that
vigilance isn't as necessary. Social Baseline Theory suggests that social
relationships are resources that mitigate the need for costly vigilance
throughout the lifetime (Beckes and Coan, 2011; Coan, 2008, 2010).
However, social relationships are themselves contingent, for if our relational partner is not in fact engaging in some amount of vigilance on
our behalf, then we place ourselves at increased risk by relaxing our
own vigilance processing. The question is: how do we know whom
to trust? According to Social Baseline Theory, we rely on the indicators of familiarity, predictability, shared goals and joint attention in
deciding who among our possible relational partners is trustworthy.
The human brain likely implements a kind of Bayesian inference,
where “bets” are placed on the reliability of a social resource based
on a prior probability distribution of past social experiences, and the
deployment of personal resources are in turn based on this prediction
(cf., Beckes et al., 2010). A history of trustworthy and dependable relationships increases the presumed likelihood that new relationships
will be similarly trustworthy, reliable, and so on. And given such a
history, the risk of letting down one's guard is sufﬁciently offset by
the beneﬁt of depending on one's social resources. Both early maternal support behaviors and early social capital could be viewed as
sources of useful information in this Bayesian process of deciding
how dependable future relationships are likely be, and this could in
turn determine the degree to which potential threats in the environment should be attended and responded to when in the presence of
others.
4.1.3. Oxytocin and endogenous opioids
Among the more proximal potential mechanisms of the effects
reported here are systems involving oxytocin and endogenous opioids. Oxytocin is vitally implicated in many forms of social behavior
(Bales et al., 2007), including the inhibition of fear behavior (Taylor,
2006). For example, Kirsch et al. (2005) observed decreases in
human amygdala sensitivity following the administration of an intranasal oxytocin spray, suggesting that oxytocin may attenuate threat
vigilance. Endogenous opioid activity, particularly in the dorsal ACC
(dACC), may inhibit threat detection (Nelson and Panksepp, 1998).
Eisenberger et al. (2007) have suggested that positive social experience may desensitize the dACC through repeated exposure to endogenous opioids. The dACC is indeed dense with opioid receptors. And
evidence suggests that opioid activity inhibits central and peripheral
threat responding (Zubieta et al., 2003). Although neither of these
possibilities has been ruled in as proximal mechanisms of the kinds
of effects reported here, they remain strong candidates.

5. Conclusions
This study provides further evidence for the hypotheses produced
by Social Baseline Theory (Beckes and Coan, 2011; Coan, 2008, 2010).
First, it suggests that social resources are broadly depended upon for
the degrees of social emotional regulation. Indeed, although the
friends used as handholders in this study are unlikely to meet the
criteria for “attachment ﬁgure” status, they did nevertheless more
strongly regulate threat responding than strangers. On the other
hand, the number and type of threat-responsive regions subject to
regulation by friend handholding were indeed limited in comparison
to the effects of romantic partners reported by Coan et al. (2006). This
may reﬂect the nature of close romantic bonds—bonds that are inherently and strongly interdependent at a level that surpasses most
platonic friendships.
Results presented here also suggest that past social experiences moderate the degree to which the brain responds to threats in the presence
of potential social resources. Speciﬁcally, both maternal support and
social capital corresponded with decreased threat responding during
partner, but not stranger handholding. These observations also argue
to an expanded understanding of social support, beyond orthodox attachment processes and more inclusive of the broader impact of social
context during development. Interestingly, stranger handholding may
have been somewhat threatening to individuals from low social capital
backgrounds even during the presentation of safety cues. Although the
evidence for this in the current dataset is post hoc and exploratory, it is
reasonable to suggest that if this ﬁnding is ultimately reliable, it is because low social capital implies that strangers are not only unreliable
as resources but also possibly dangerous.
Much remains to be learned about these social regulation processes and the factors that moderate them. The precise mechanisms of
social emotional regulation remain poorly understood. Nevertheless,
results reported here provide important clues. Moreover, although
these data provide evidence of social emotional regulation among
friends as opposed to close romantic partners, we have yet to directly
compare the regulatory impact of different types of relationships
(e.g., married, cohabiting, dating, friends) directly. Such comparisons
may be useful for understanding how relationship types interact with
relationship quality and past social experience to impact predicts the
regulatory effects of social contact and proximity. Answers to these
and other questions will bring us closer to understanding precisely
why and how social relationships impact our health and well being.
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